HBIDA Fall Symposium
SEPTEMBER 28, 2019
8:00 – 1:45 PM

THE JUNIOR LEAGUE OF HOUSTON
1811 Briar Oaks Ln.
Houston, Texas 77027

WRITING ACROSS THE DISCIPLINES:
WHY IT MATTERS AND WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE, M.A.
KEYNOTE SPEAKER

William Van Cleave is in private
practice as an educational
consultant whose specialties include
morphology and written expression.
An internationally recognized
speaker with an interactive, handson presentation style, William has
presented on effective teaching
practices at conferences and
schools both in the United States
and abroad since 1995.
Recent
projects include consulting with
three schools as part of a literacy
grant in Montana; participating on
the MTSS Writing Standards
Committee for Pennsylvania;
implementing several Trainer of
Trainers projects using his sentence
structure approach; and writing a
series of workbooks and a
companion book on developing
composition skills to complement
his sentence approach. The author
of three books, including Writing
Matters and Everything You Want
To Know & Exactly Where to Find It,
as well as a number of educational
tools and activities, William has
served as a classroom teacher,
tutor, and administrator in the
private school arena at various
points in his career.

Students are expected to write in each discipline, but
instructors often struggle to develop appropriate and useful
writing assignments, scaffold them effectively, and build
writing time into their classes. If it is to be effective, writing
time must foster the development of student skill, ability,
and understanding. In this hands-on, interactive workshop,
participants discuss why students, and particularly those
who struggle with learning difficulties, need to write across
the content areas. They consider effective assignments
across the disciplines and consider scaffolding to guide
students working at different levels. At each level, they
practice with introduced concepts and consider how they
can help to develop student skills. Instructors across the
disciplines leave this workshop with strategies they can
implement the very next day with their students.

JOSH FRANK, Luncheon Speaker
A Life Outside the Box

When Josh was eight years old, doctors told
him he would never be able to read, let alone
write. Today Josh Frank is a writer, producer,
director and composer.
He is presently
researching his third book and finishing a new
screenplay.

REGISTER ONLINE at houstonida.org

Registration closes on September 22, 2019 at 5:00 pm.
No refunds after September 22. Scholarships available.
Participants can earn ALTA and TSHA CEUs.

